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ABSTRACT:
It is not too much to say that image pre-processing is one of the most important steps in remote sensing analysis. Image pre-processing
should be performed in advance of every analysis and therefore there are numerous methods developed for image pre-processing. At this time, I
would like to introduce one of the methods of image pre-processing of cloud removal that I have developed. Cloud cover in the image affects
the radiometric value of some pixels across the image. To remove the reflectance effects of cloud cover and restore the pixels under the cloud, I
secured two backup images which were taken within a similar time period as original image (subset 2, subset 3) that could be used to replace
the cloudy region in the base image. For this pixel replacement, image rectifications to identical projection including defining sub-images for all
images are done in advance of any processing. Histogram adjustment to match the spectral value was performed to subset 2 and subset 3 and
then correlation of each class (urban, swamp, forest, farm, shallow water, deep water) was calculated to support the appropriateness of the
replacing pixels. Finally, some of the pixels from the overlapping region in subset 4 (adjacent image) were used to assess the precision by
comparing pixels at the region under cloud in base image which has been replaced by pixels to recover surface data from subset 2 or subset 3
and the same region in subset 4 which is not covered by clouds. I estimated a 18-year Land Cover Change around Peace River Mouth in Florida
with Landsat images through this method; however this method could be applied to other places in the world and have more precise analysis by
sensors with higher temporal resolution (e.g., MODIS, SPOT, etc.).

INTRODUCTION

Precision Estimation
Subset 4 is the clipped region from Landsat TM scene path 17 and row 41 that shares some of the part between base images. This part of the image is
used as a source for estimating the relevance of replaced pixels from backup images. The procedure is to see whether the replaced pixels from the backup
images under the cloud in subset 1 are comparable to the pixels in cloud free region in subset 4 at the same geographic region. Figure 8 clearly shows the
same AOI put over subset 1, subset 4, and final image after replacements. AOI was designed by randomly picking regions (farm or forest) that clouds
have been removed.. Then I matched histograms to equalize the spectral values, and calculated the correlation. Median was a little bit higher (about 4 in
8 bit scale) than the AOI from the original image because subset 4 had more clouds leading more path radiance to the sensor. The correlation was 0.98
(band 4). Through this procedure, I proved my methods of cloud removing to be relevant. Mean and standard deviation are shown in table 3. At first, I
planned to use the scene from path 16 row 42 and I secured one scene taken at the same date as subset 1. Later, I found out the image from next row in a
same day is useless since the atmospheric condition is almost same because of the small time gap between the adjacent images.
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Figure 8. pixels under cloud in subset 1, cloud
free pixels in subset 4, and pixels those became
cloud free after two replacements (in clockwise
order starting from upper-right).
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AOI was designed by randomly picking regions
(farm or forest) that clouds have been removed.
Matching histograms to equalize the spectral
values, and calculation of correlation were
performed. Median was a little bit higher (about
4 in 8 bit scale) than the AOI from the original
image because subset 4 had more clouds leading
more path radiance to the sensor.
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“ EITHER $n2_cloudsubset2 IF [$n2_cloudsubset2>0] OR $n1_subset1 OTHERWISE ”
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it is easy to see that
most dramatic change
occurs between first
and third column
(1st replacement),
while much less
change
occurs between third
and fifth column
(2nd replacement).

- Disappearance of river
stream in upper right
(IFOV issue)
- Loss of forest and
increase of farmland
size
- Shallow water portion
greatly decrease

Classification
- Supervised classification (Maximum Likelihood)
- Six classes: shallow water, deep water, farm, forest, swamp, urban
- 10 training sites for each class, several MSS images as reference
- No gap between classes
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